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ABSTRACT
Concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are common in new and existing steel building
infrastructure, and establishing a sound understanding of their inelastic behavior is becoming
increasingly important as engineers turn to nonlinear time history analysis to evaluate new
designs and assess the need for seismic retrofit. Numerous tests of single braces and CBFs have
been conducted over the past several decades, and analysis of the test data show that existing
modeling recommendations in ASCE 41-13 do not adequately simulate brace behavior. As part
of the ATC-114 project, new modeling recommendations are proposed for square HSS braces
which are dependent upon local slenderness (b/t). These recommendations revise the current
backbone curve shape to more accurately reflect the post-buckling behavior of the brace. Brace
deformation capacities are proposed based upon measured axial deformation ranges (i.e.,
accounting for both tension and compression deformation) at incipient brace fracture in a set of
experiments. This general framework can be extended to develop recommendations for other
brace sections, and the new recommendations for square HSS are validated and compared to
existing ASCE-41 recommendations using PERFORM-3D simulations of braced-frame
experiments. The work includes general modeling recommendations for the entire braced-frame
system such that the contributions of the beams, columns, and connections are realistically
represented.
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ABSTRACT
Concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are common in new and existing steel building
infrastructure, and establishing a sound understanding of their inelastic behavior is becoming
increasingly important as engineers turn to nonlinear time history analysis to evaluate new designs
and assess the need for seismic retrofit. Numerous tests of single braces and CBFs have been
conducted over the past several decades, and analysis of the test data show that existing modeling
recommendations in ASCE 41-13 do not adequately simulate brace behavior. As part of the ATC114 project, new modeling recommendations are proposed for square HSS braces which are
dependent upon local slenderness (b/t). These recommendations revise the current backbone curve
shape to more accurately reflect the post-buckling behavior of the brace. Brace deformation
capacities are proposed based upon measured axial deformation ranges (i.e., accounting for both
tension and compression deformation) at incipient brace fracture in a set of experiments. This
general framework can be extended to develop recommendations for other brace sections, and the
new recommendations for square HSS are validated and compared to existing ASCE-41
recommendations using PERFORM-3D simulations of braced-frame experiments. The work
includes general modeling recommendations for the entire braced-frame system such that the
contributions of the beams, columns, and connections are realistically represented.

Introduction and Background
Steel concentrically braced frames (CBFs) are widely used to resist earthquake-induced loads in
structures through tension and compression of the braces. Typical CBFs are composed of steel
braces, gusset plates, beams, and columns. The inelastic behavior of CBFs vary based upon
construction era and seismic hazard. Three major categories of CBFs exist today, including
special CBFs (SCBFs), ordinary CBFs (OCBFs) and nonseismic CBFs (NCBFs). SCBFs are
used in regions with high seismic risk and expected to sustain large inelastic deformations by
ensuring ductility of the framing elements, connections, and braces. They are capacity designed
to develop a yielding and failure sequence of brace buckling and yielding followed by brace
fracture at story drifts on the order of 2.5 percent [1, 2]. This is in part controlled by the local
slenderness limitations noted in Table 1 (presented in the context of A500 Grade C HSS braces)
[1]. OCBFs and NCBFs are found in newer construction in regions with low-to-moderate seismic
risk or in older existing infrastructure. These do not universally adhere to capacity design
principles, and thus connection failure modes may preclude brace fracture or the brace may
fracture prematurely due to the relaxed local slenderness requirements noted in Table 1 [3, 4].
The nonlinear behavior of SCBFs, OCBFs, and NCBFs is complex due to the different yielding
and failure sequences possible for each system, but the behavior is primarily driven by the
braces, which undergo strength degradation after buckling and fracture at large deformations.
The brace force-deformation behavior affects the lateral resistance of the system and the

distribution of forces within the system. The latter is especially important when considering
demands on beams, columns, and connections which are not capacity designed. As part of the
ATC-114 project, new modeling recommendations for braces and surrounding frames are
proposed to improve the accuracy of numerical models developed for seismic performance
evaluation of new, existing, and retrofitted CBFs. The brace modeling recommendations are
similar to those found in ASCE-41 [5] in that they are targeted for use in analysis software used
by practicing engineers. The recommendations presented here focus on the behavior of
rectangular HSS braces due to their popularity in CBF construction.
Table 1. Local slenderness requirements for rectangular HSS braces.
System
AISC 341-10 category
Maximum 𝒃/𝒕
Maximum 𝝀/𝝀𝒉𝒅
Special

Highly ductile

0.55√𝐸 ⁄𝐹𝑦 = 13.2

1.00

Ordinary

Moderately ductile

0.64√𝐸 ⁄𝐹𝑦 = 15.4

1.16

Nonseismic

None

No requirement

No requirement

Brace Modeling Recommendations
Figure 1 shows proposed axial backbone curves for braces in tension (Fig. 1a) and compression
(Fig. 1b). This behavior has been calibrated in Fig. 2 for numerous tests of braces and braced
frames with rectangular HSS braces [2, 6, 7], but the general form is applicable for other cross
sections. In tension, the behavior is elastic-perfectly-plastic, with yielding occurring when the
expected tensile capacity of the brace, Pt = RyFyAg develops, where RyFy is the expected yield
stress of the material and Ag is the gross area of the cross section. In compression, the behavior is
elastic until buckling at Pc = FcreAg, where Fcre is the critical stress calculated using RyFy. The
compressive strength degradation parameter f and deformation capacity parameter d are defined
as functions of the normalized local slenderness ratio, 𝜆/𝜆ℎ𝑑 , in Fig. 2. Note that the deformation
capacity is idealized as the same in tension and compression due to the cyclic, far-field-type load
histories employed in the aforementioned tests.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Proposed backbone curves for braces in (a) tension and (b) compression.
Frame Modeling Recommendations
Though not considered in design, beams and columns are also expected to resist significant
lateral forces through frame action achieved due to the beam end restraint provided by typical

gusset plate connections. Consequently, beams and columns should be modeled to simulate
yielding associated with frame drift and axial forces associated with the brace. Rigid offset
regions are recommended to account for beam-column intersections and stiffness of adjacent
gusset plates [8]. For collapse analysis, these effects are especially important to capture, since
residual frame strength may be relied upon for stability after brace fracture.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Expressions for backbone curve parameters (a) f and (b) d.
Model Validation
The proposed modeling recommendations were validated and compared to existing ASCE-41
recommendations using nonlinear analysis in PERFORM-3D [9]. Two CBF tests with square
HSS braces were examined. These experimental specimens had the same frame geometry but
very different brace local slenderness ratios. The braces were modeled as inelastic bar hinges
using the general axial backbone curves depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 3a depicts comparisons of the experimental and simulated response of Specimen NCBF2E [6], which had a brace 𝜆/𝜆ℎ𝑑 of 2.3. The current recommendations vastly overpredict the
strength and deformation capacity of this nonductile frame, while the proposed recommendations
closely match the experimental behavior. Figure 3b compares the behavior of Specimen HSS-05
[2], an SCBF with a brace 𝜆/𝜆ℎ𝑑 of 1.0. Current recommendations again overpredict strength in
tension (positive drift) but underpredict strength in compression (negative drift). The proposed
recommendations match the strength well in both tension and compression but underestimate the
deformation capacity because the specimen was designed using the balanced design procedure
[2], which provides an additional yielding mechanism in the gusset plate that has not been
modeled. Both sets of simulations suffer somewhat from the limited unloading and reloading
stiffness parameters available in PERFORM-3D, but this complex cyclic behavior was beyond
the scope of the proposed recommendations.
Conclusions
The axial backbone curves developed for the ATC-114 project improve seismic performance
prediction capabilities for practicing engineers modeling CBFs. The curve parameters for HSS

braces are calibrated from experimental data and shown to simulate response with better
accuracy than their ASCE-41 predecessors [5]. Future work should focus on the development of
similar backbone curves for other common brace shapes and compare these simplified
recommendations to detailed fiber-based line-element approaches typically used in research.

Figure 3. Measured and simulated responses of CBFs with (a) high b/t and (b) low b/t braces.
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